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The Coxeter group is named after the English-Canadian mathematician

Harold Coxeter. It can be presented by

〈
a1,a2, . . . ,ak|a2

i = I,(aiaj)
nij = I,nij ≥ 2 for i, j = 1, . . . ,k

〉
(1)

To decode this notation, it is saying that we can generate the elements of
a Coxeter group with the k elements ai for i = 1, . . . ,k. The order of the
group may be more than k, but the k elements ai, known as generators of
the group, are enough to generate all the elements of the group by multipli-
cation.

The generators all square to the identity, and in addition, the product of
any two group elements aiaj to a power nij (which may depend on i and j,
so the power could be different for each pair of generators) must also give
the identity.

Coxeter groups have a number of clever little theorems, so here is one
example.

Theorem 1. If nij = 2 so that (aiaj)
2 = I , then ai and aj commute.

Proof. We are given that aiajaiaj = I , so right-multiply both sides by ajai.
We have

aiajaiajajai = ajai (2)
Using a2

i = a2
j = I , we can write the LHS as

aiajaiajajai = aiajaiIai (3)
= aiajaiai (4)
= aiajI (5)
= aiaj (6)

Equating with the RHS of 2 shows that aiaj = ajai. �

Although the Coxeter group is defined in abstract form by 1, an example
is useful in understanding it.
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FIGURE 1. Lines of symmetry for a pentagon.

We can return to the dihedral group and re-examine the example of the
dihedral group for a pentagon that we used in the earlier post, as in Fig. 1.

Since the generators of a Coxeter group must square to the identity, we
can try defining such a group by using a couple of the reflections about the
medians. For example, suppose we choose the reflections sp and sb about
the purple and blue medians. Any reflection, when applied twice, returns
the pentagon to its initial configuration, so we have

s2
p = s2

b = I (7)
The elements of the Coxeter group must then be generated by the various
products of sp and sb. We can see the effects by constructing a table show-
ing the configuration (starting at the top and going counterclockwise) after
applying sp or sb. The results are in Table 1.

In the table, r is a rotation by 2π
5 so that 5 rotations brings the pentagon

back to its starting position. The suffixes on the reflection symbols stand

http://physicspages.com/pdf/Group%20theory/Dihedral%20groups.pdf
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Group element Configuration Equivalent action

start (ABCDE) I

sp (AEDCB) sp

sbsp (DEABC) r3

spsbsp (DCBAE) sg

sbspsbsp (BCDEA) r

spsbspsbsp (BAEDC) sy

sbspsbspsbsp (EABCD) r4

spsbspsbspsbsp (EDCBA) sr

sbspsbspsbspsbsp (CDEAB) r2

spsbspsbspsbspsbsp (CBAED) sb

sbspsbspsbspsbspsbsp (ABCDE) s2
b = I

TABLE 1. Generating the elements of the Coxeter group for
a pentagon. The third column gives the single group element
that is equivalent to the first column, when applied to the
initial configuration.

for the colours in Fig. 1, so we have b=blue, p=purple, y=yellow, g=green
and r=red. The last line in the table is obtained by applying the product
sbsp 5 times and brings us back to the identity so for this group we have
(sbsp)

5 = I and the number nij in the definition 1 is nij = 5.
In this case, the Coxeter group generated by two reflections produces all

the elements in the original dihedral group.


